Whether you decide to analyze a legal issue or a case, there are a wide variety of Lexis Advance® sources that law review and journal students use each year to make finding the right legal issue or case easier.

If you choose to analyze a legal issue you must:
1. Focus on a current legal controversy.
2. Make a legal argument advocating the pro or con for the controversy.
3. Use a wide variety of sources to support your argument.

Use the Search – Tab – Filter method to quickly find a compelling legal issue.

- **Emerging Issues:**
  - **Search:** your topic (e.g., “Health Care”)
  - **Tab:** click the Second tab
  - **Filter:** limit your results to Emerging Issues Analysis with the Content Type filter

- **Circuit Splits:**
  - **Search:** circuit w/2 split or disagree!
  - **Tab:** click the Cases tab
  - **Filter:** use the Timeline filter for cases from the last year

- **News for Challenged Legislation:**
  - **Search:** law or legislation or statute w/s challenge! or lawsuit w/p circuit or new york or new jersey
  - **Tab:** click the News tab
  - **Filter:** use the Timeline filter for stories from the last year

If you choose to analyze a case you must:
1. Cover a case of first impression or a conflict between upper and lower courts.
2. Demonstrate the case’s impact on a specific area of law.
3. Analyze the sources contained in the case to show its impact.

Use the Search – Tab – Filter method to quickly find a case of first impression or a conflict between courts.

- **Cases of First Impression:**
  - **Search:** “first impression”
  - **Tab:** click the Cases tab
  - **Filter:** limit your search by the desired court, jurisdiction or date

- **Reversed or Dissenting Opinions:**
  - **Search:** revers! w/20 “it is so ordered” or reasons or judgment or “therefore” or foregoing or decreed or adjudged and not affirm!
  - **Tab:** click the Cases tab
  - **Filter:** limit your search by the desired court, jurisdiction or date

Get Published by Your Law Review or Journal

Writing for law review or journal means analyzing a compelling legal issue or an important case. Thorough analysis requires a significant amount of research, but before starting you must ensure your topic or case is original enough for publication. For more information about originality see, 115 Harv. L. Rev. 1988
Be sure you’re not “Preempted” with Lexis Advance and Shepard’s®

You don’t want to select a legal issue or a case that has already been analyzed by another law review or journal article. Those issues and cases are “Preempted,” and most likely will not be published.

Original analysis of legal issues increases your chances for publication. With over 740 law reviews and journals on Lexis Advance you can conduct a comprehensive “Preemption Check” to ensure the originality of your analysis.

Use the **Search – Tab – Filter** method to conduct a comprehensive preemption check, and easily determine the originality of your legal issue or case.

**Search:** your legal issue or case (e.g., “social media” w/25 “personal information”).

**Tab:** click the **second** tab.

**Filter:** limit your results to law reviews and journals with the Content Type filter.

After selecting the case you want to analyze use the Shepard’s® Citations Service to see if there are other law review or journal articles with similar analysis of your case. If there are, you should select another case to analyze or you risk being “Preempted.”

It’s as easy as **Shepardize® – Tab – Filter** to conduct a “Preemption Check” for a case.

**Shepardize:** Click the Shepardize button at the top of every Lexis Advance case.

**Tab:** Click the **Law Reviews** tab at the top of the Shepard’s report.

**Filter:** Click **Law Reviews** under the Content filter to see the articles citing your case.